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Abstract
Lattice Transmission Towers (LTT) and the associated transmission line systems are important infrastructure in
modern society. Due to the complicated load conditions and the nonlinear interaction among the large number of
structural components, accurate structural analysis of the LTT systems has been a challenging topic for many years.
Still today there are some gaps between research and industrial practice. This paper presents a summary of research
outcomes from current literature. Recent developments in structural modelling and failure prediction technology are
reviewed in terms of connection joints, individual members and structural systems subjected to static and dynamic
loads. The advantages and disadvantages of different approaches have been compared. Finally, the knowledge gaps,
associated challenges and possible research directions are highlighted.

Keywords: Structural analysis; Lattice steel transmission towers;
Infrastructure; Modern society; Structural components

Australia and United States standards simplify the wind
loads into static loads by considering the terrain properties,
topography category, and exposure wind directions to decide
the wind speed and then transform wind speed to wind
pressures on tower structures [1-4].

Introduction
Safety and reliability of lattice transmission towers (LTTs) and line
systems is important for modern societies. LTT system failure could
result in significant economic and society impact. Apart from direct
loss due to asset damage, post-disaster outages could cause huge
indirect losses and severe consequences. Due to the high commercial
and residential electricity consumption, high capacity and long span
transmission line systems are widely used throughout the world. Such
structural systems are susceptible to natural excitations, especially
earthquake and wind load. Their stability and ultimate strength capacity
are the primary concerns of researchers and engineers.
The structural behaviour of LTTs under static and dynamic loads
have been continually studied for many years. A large number of
substructural experiments have been conducted in previous decades
and their results have informed full-scale tower tests. In addition,
the behaviours of bolted connections have been specifically studied
to complete the tower research system. Due to the development of
computational structural mechanics, numerical study has become the
primary research method in recent times. Many numerical simulation
methods have been developed for the bolted connections, individual
towers and line systems, which have been further applied to research
on tower properties and structural behaviours.
This paper addresses the specific modelling methods for bolted
connections, individual LTTs and line systems. The failure behaviours
of non- and reinforced LTTs and line systems under static and dynamic
loads are reviewed based on numerical and experimental studies.
Finally, the knowledge gaps requiring further investigations are
highlighted and future research directions are suggested.

•

Accidental load, one of the compulsory loads needed to be
considered in design, includes the unbalanced loads such as
broken wires.

•

Other loads include maintenance and construction loads, ice
and earthquake loads.

These loads need to be combined for the strength and stability design
through the loading factors to determine the most adverse combinations
[1,2]. As a result, structural modelling technology for LTT system analysis
also varies in terms of static load and dynamic load.

Modelling of LTTs under static loads
The overall structural behaviours of individual LTTs are not simply
the superposition of the behaviours of its individual components. A
steel lattice transmission tower consists of bolted connections, main
structural members (e.g. leg members) and bracing systems. A tower
line system consists of single towers, conductors, insulators and earth
wires. In order to obtain reliable analysis results from numerical
simulations, all components should be accurately modelled. In this
section, the literature review focuses on the numerical modelling
methods for each component in LTTs and line systems, the structural
behaviours of bolted connections, LTTs and reinforced LTTs under
static loads.
Modelling of bolted connections: The bolted connection is an important component in transmission tower structures. Different types of

Loadings on transmission towers system
In current design standards of transmission towers system in
Australia and United States, which would be similar to those used
worldwide, the following design loads are usually included [1,2].
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Dead loads including the weight of all of the structure and its
attachments are considered as the static load applying on the structures.
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•

Wind loads are considered as the dynamic load acting on the
structures. In the academic research field, these are considered
as a real-time loads, while in the practical design field, both
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bolted connections are associated with different structural behaviours.
In the mechanical model, single-bolt connections are considered as pin
joints, while multi-bolt connections are regarded as semi-rigid connections. In FEM modelling, two developed methods, namely 3D modelling method and simplified modelling method, are usually employed.
3D modelling method: In most finite element programs, modelling
a bolted connection follows the steps shown in Figure 1. In this method,
all components are created in actual size and modelling is conducted
through 3D brick elements [5] with designed material properties. Once
all components are modelled, they will be assembled. Surface friction
on contact regions, clamping forces and material properties will then be
assigned to the model to complete the bolted connection development
[6] (Figure 1).
The friction behaviour of bolted connections plays an important
role in resisting shear loads between contacting surfaces. The friction
force depends on bolt pretension (or clamping force) and the surface
friction coefficient, the latter of which is described as [7,8]:

µ = µ k + ( µs + µ k ) e − dc γ 			

(1)

Where, µs is the static friction coefficient, µk is the kinetic friction
coefficient, dc is the decay coefficient, and γ represents the slip rate.
This function is able to simulate both the static and dynamic friction
behaviours.
To create clamping forces, there are several methods in current finite
element technology. Based on the theory of ‘Thermal Expansion and
Contraction’, the ‘Temperature Method’ which simulates the preloading
in bolted joints through temperature change has been developed and
applied in previous research. The method firstly divides the original
materials into several invisible layers, then the outside layer (close to
the bolt cap and nut) has a relatively high temperature applied to it to
allow the material to expand to simulate the tightening process [9].
The other method is the ‘Deformation Method’, which is developed
on the basis of the ‘elastic-Force-Displacement Theory’. This theory
states that an elongated steel element can recover to its original length
if the elongated magnitude is within its elastic range. In this method,
the length of a bolt shaft is initially designed shorter than the total
plate thickness. This geometry difference correspondingly develops the
clamping forces through the following two steps [10-12]. In the first
step, one of the bolt sides is in contact with the steel plates, while the
other side of the bolt is pulled out to the location with pre-specified
length. In the second step, the bolt is released to allow it to spring-back
to its original length due to the effect of elastic force. With the activation
of surface contact, the bolt cannot penetrate into plates and then the
clamping forces are developed.

The last one is the ‘Direct Method’. In this method, the elements
are modelled as brick elements with actual size and material properties.
Before assembling the bolted connections, an extra middle plane is
required to be generated in each bolt. After assembly is accomplished, a
direct pre-tension load is applied onto the middle plane. As a result, the
cap and nut close to the shank start to contact the steel plates and thus
create the clamping forces [5,13-18].
Finally, the well-developed plasticity model has the capability of
describing the general cyclic material behaviour including cyclic strain
ratcheting and stress relaxation. A detailed description of the plasticity
model and the determination of material constants can be found in
previous research [9,19,20].
Simplified modelling method: For practical reasons, simplifications
have often been employed to enable the design of transmission towers.
One such simplification is to regard transmission towers as space frame
structures, which has enabled designers and researchers to simplify the
bolted connections as pin/hinge joints [21,22], due to its time saving
and relatively reliable features.
To further improve the previous methods, the newly developed ‘3-D
pin joint’, which includes joint flexibility, friction and damping features,
can be employed to simulate bolted connections [23]. The failure modes
and detailed results (i.e., node displacements, member forces) of the
numerical models with this joint show more accurate displacement
results than previous methods.
In a recent study [24], bolted connections are regarded as spring
elements. The spring properties can be expressed in mathematical
functions or in simple curves obtained from experiments or detailed
numerical studies. In the new ‘Spring Method’, bolted joints are replaced
by spring elements to simulate pin or semi-rigid connections. By the
use of spring elements, the models not only match the experimental
results but significantly reduce the modelling complexity.

Modelling the individual members of steel lattice
transmission towers
Equal angle (EA) steel is the main member type used in transmission
towers. There are some specific features of tower members: (1) Tower
members are usually connected through bolted joints; (2) EA steel
members are normally bolted on one side, hence the force transferred
in members is eccentric; (3) Compression members are subject to
second-order effects.
Hence, accurate simulation techniques accounting for these features
are required. Research has been conducted on both theoretical and
numerical nonlinear behaviours of individual beam and shell elements

Figure 1: General steps of development of bolted connections.
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[25-29]. The findings have been applied on numerical modelling to
develop transmission tower elements.
The traditional ‘Beam-Column Method’ is developed with the
numerical beam element. In order to simulate the eccentric load, rigid
links are applied between the centroid of these EA members and the
load points to form extremely high stiffness to allow the eccentric load
to be transferred onto the beam-column elements and to generate an
extra moment [30].
The second method is the ‘Beam-Column-Shell Method’ which
consists of two parts: beam-column elements and a middle flat-shell
element. The length of shell elements is assumed as 0.2 times of the total
element length for the purpose of simulating the potential plasticisation
phenomenon. In addition, rigid links are used to assemble the beamcolumns and shell elements so that the loads on beam elements can be
transferred onto shell elements [30].
In the ‘Shell Method’, EA steel members are modelled using shell
elements. The potential buckling and yielding failures in different
locations can therefore be considered. The top and bottom end of an
EA member can be connected to beam-column elements by using rigid
links [30].
The final method is a fully detailed modelling method. In this
method, all EA members and bolts are modeled in 3D brick elements.
This modelling approach gives the most accurate results and failure
behaviours [10].

Steel lattice transmission tower models
In addition to the features of tower members, the two specific
features of LTTs are: (1) usually more than one bolt is used in a
connection, which forms semi-rigid joints; (2) elements in LTTs have
both truss and beam features. Hence, theoretically, they cannot be
simply recognized as space truss structures.
The traditional ‘Truss Method’ is to model the transmission towers
as space truss structures, which ignores the internal forces in members
induced by shear force and the moment from joints by assuming all
joints as pin or hinge type [24,31,32]. In this way, it reduces the analysis
complexity. However, the space truss modelling method presents
the problem of losing structural continuity in some structural parts
due to the pin feature of truss analysis. For example, the diagonal
angles connect to the leg angles by multi-bolt connections, which
results in a semi-rigid or rigid connection behaviours. Typically, the
truss modelling method cannot initially consider this issue due to its
naturally flexible assumption on joints. As for the members with onebolt connection (e.g. horizontal members connected to leg members),
its in-plane behaviour can be regarded as flexible, while its torsion and
bending continuity in out-of-plane cannot be initially considered in
the space truss modelling method [33]. To overcome these drawbacks,
extra low stiffness ‘Spurious/Dummy bars’ are suggested to add into
models along the vertical faces [34]. However, this action dramatically
increases the amount of work in structural modelling. Previous
research has concluded that the truss modelling method is limited in
load cases and shows considerable discrepancies in member forces by
comparing results from numerical models, experiments and theoretical
linear elastic truss analyses [25,35,36].
The truss modelling method has unavoidable defects. However,
using either beam elements or considering the transmission tower
structures as a rigid frame can overemphasize the structural stiffness
[33]. The straightforward solution is the ‘Truss-Beam Method’. The
J Steel Struct Constr
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truss element is designed to be only subjected to axial loading and to
deform in the axial direction, while the beam element has extra moment
and rotation freedoms in each coordinate axis [26,36]. Hence, the
main components (e.g. leg members) and primary bracing members
are regarded as beam elements, while the redundant members (e.g.
secondary bracings) are considered as truss elements due to their single
bolt connections at the end, low flexure stiffness and low moments
transferring to other structural members [31,36,37]. Compared with
the complexity of the truss modelling method, the truss-beam method
simplifies the modelling process on which current numerical research
on behaviours of transmission tower structures are based [24,38,39].
Its accuracy has also been proven by comparing with the results from
experimental testing [40-43].
However, for the truss-beam modelling method, the detailed
inspection for a specific region or member is impossible (e.g. stress
concentration regions). To correct this problem, the new ‘Truss-BeamShell Method’, has been developed. Specifically, the shell elements can
predict and express the buckling phenomenon in the main tower legs.
Recently, a series of studies have been undertaken to utilise a combined
beam-column and shell element modelling technique to form a tower
body to study its performance [32,42]. This modelling technique has a
great time-saving feature and is able to accurately predict the potential
failure in the main tower legs.

Modelling of conductors and insulators
Conductors (i.e., the conducting wires), in reality, are heavy,
flexible and swinging cable elements. Except for the end connections,
they can reach free restraint conditions (i.e., free in horizontal and
vertical translation and free in rotation). In the construction stage, a
certain pretension force is applied to the conductors. Under strong
wind action, these conductors can sway, vibrate and may even rupture.
Hence, the cable elements in numerical models should be capable of
simulating dynamic and highly non-linear behaviours. Insulators are
the connections between towers and conductors, which work as a
simple pendulum that can move in or out of plane in lattice transmission
systems.
In early research, cables were modelled as tension only trusselements. Each end-node of the modelled cables had two degrees of
freedom corresponding to the horizontal and vertical translations
[44]. In order to simulate the prestressed construction arrangement
and to avoid singularity issues [13], a very small initial tensile strain
(i.e., 10-8) or a low temperature is required to be applied on specific
conductor elements. Other researchers determined a ratio relationship
(α) between the number of nodes used to divide the conductor in the
model and the conductor-mode shape [45] and suggested that a ratio of
at least 6 is required to obtain an accurate result.
In 2003, researchers adopted a bracing bar element to develop a
relatively free model with free and restrained end in the two connected
ends [46]. In addition, a so-called ‘element death’ option from the
ADINA program was applied in the models in order to simulate a
cable rupture situation. This function allows the elimination of a
single or several elements along the rupture spans and transfers the
dynamic effects onto the remaining line sections [47]. In order to
further simulate the curvature and dynamic response of cable elements,
two-dimensional consistently curved beam elements with geometric
nonlinearity and meshed rules were developed [48-50].

Numerical modelling techniques
Corresponding modelling methods for non-reinforced LTTs have
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been developed. Their accuracies are verified by comparison with
experimental results.
Table 1 and Figure 2 summarize the applicability of various
numerical modelling elements to the different components of
transmission towers and systems. In general, the truss-beam element
is an overall solution for modelling tower components, whereas the
shell and 3D brick element are handy for specific use, such as detailed
modelling and specific buckling detection. A combined use of elements
seems the most appropriate in tower system modelling, for example
using truss-beam for towers and spring for conductors.
In terms of simulation accuracy, 3-D brick and shell elements
definitely stand out from other methods, but their time-consuming
computation brings difficulties in simulating full-scale steel LTT
structures. And the bolt-slippage and dynamic effects pose further
challenges to the modelling process with these two elements. From all
of these previous studies it appears that the most suitable elements to
model LTTs and line systems are the beam-truss element and beamtruss-shell element. These two elements offer time-saving computation
combined with relatively accurate results and are capable of detecting
the location for potential buckling failure (Table 1 and Figure 2).

Failure Analysis of LTTs Subject to Static Loads
Bolted connections
Bolted connections are the main load-transferring component
in transmission tower systems and their efficiency is related to the
structural behaviours of members and towers. Two main bolted
connection types are used in transmission towers. The lap-splice bolted
connection is usually used for long primary members (e.g. leg members)
to form a ‘continuous’ member. The lapped bolted connection (singlebolt and multi-bolts) is designed for connecting secondary members
(e.g. bracing) to restrain or provide extra stiffness to primary members.
Previous research has described the structural behaviours of a bolted
connection in parameters including bolt-pretension and relaxation
percentage, bolt-slip load and the failure load [12,51-56].
The bolted-connection in transmission towers is designed with a
durable clamping behaviour to preserve required performance over its
lifetime. However, this ideal clamping behaviour is hard to maintain
Tower body Insulator/conductor Cable Bolt connection
Truss-beam

√

Shell

√

Truss-beam + shell

√

√

√

Early investigations [54,56] have indicated that the dynamic
transverse (shear) loading on bolted connections is the most important
influence factor on the self-loosening process. One of the theoretical
explanations is that the dynamic loading causes internal resonant
vibration of bolted connections, which results in loosening [59-62].
Compression or tension tests are the most common experimental
methods for obtaining the raw structural behaviours of boltedconnections [55,63,64]. For the bolt-slip prediction purpose, accurate
measurement of the absolute and relative displacements among
different connection components is an important task. The idealized
load-displacement curve is used to describe the structural behaviour
of bolted connection. Four stages are included in this curve: (1) slip
resistance stage; (2) bolt-slip stage; (3) bearing stage and; (4) failure
stage. In the second stage, when the loading is greater than the friction
resistance, bolt-slip occurs. The length of this stage is equal to the
clearance between bolt shanks and the bolt holes. In the last two stages,
bolt shanks touch the bolt holes and the high strength bolt shank starts
to shear the bolt holes, leading to failure. The first stage, which involves
many parameters such as pretension load, contract areas, surface
properties, is much more complicated than the following three stages.
Hence, the load-displacement curve is a general behaviour expression
of bolted connections, especially for the first slip-resistance stage [64]
(Figure 3).
To further discover the complexity of the first stage, a series of
experimental tests were conducted on splice connections [53]. The
pre-slip behaviour of splice connections is described through the slip
resistance function:
n

Pslip = k s m∑Ti

				

i =1

(2)

Where ks is the slip coefficient, m is number of slip planes, ∑ i=1 Ti is
the sum of bolt pre-tensions, and Pslip is the bolt slip load.
n

These equations define the parameters that determine the bolt slip
load. However, the slip coefficient varies with different steel materials.

√
√

3D Brick

√
√

√

√

(+)
Accuracy
3D brick

Truss-beam

Shell

Truss-beam
+shell

Applied Load (kN)

Spring

Table 1: The applicability of numerical modelling elements to transmission line
system components.

(-)

due to time-dependent features such as changes in material properties
and the condition of contact surfaces [19,20,57,58]. The self-loosening
process starts with the gradual relaxation of initial preload. Once the
clamping force is below a certain level, relative motion between fastened
components occurs [56].

Failure stage
Bolt-slip stage
Bearing stage

Slip resistance stage
Average

Figure 2: The comparison of modelling elements.
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Time

(+)

.

Vertical displacement (mm)
Figure 3: An example of idealized load-displacement curve.
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In addition, the surface condition and the bolt pre-tension are related
to bolt types and torque application methods. The only way to apply
an accurate pretension load to generate precise axial load on bolts is
to calibrate individual bolts through the bolts` load-elongation curves.
Once the bolt pretension load can be accurately applied, experimental
tests can be conducted to obtain the slip coefficient. Another new
prediction equation of slip coefficient further considers the standard
deviation from individual and mean slip value [65]. In theoretical
studies, bolt-slip occurs when the applied load exceeds the static
frictional resistance capacity. This means the displacement in this
stage should be zero or extremely close to zero. However, it is not the
case in reality. Based on experimental studies, the displacement in this
stage is always visible and the displacement continually increases till
the bolt-slip occurs. One of the explanations for this phenomenon is
‘localized slip’ [52]. It is clear that the frictional force is a function of
the normal force and is also indirectly related to the applied loads.
Hence, both the slip force distribution and friction force distribution
are not uniform within the contacted regions. As a result, some regions
reach the slip condition, while others remain in a “stuck” condition.
This slip on the local region is defined as ‘localized slip’. This ‘localized
slip’ is accumulated with the increase of loads or during loading cycles
and finally causes the slip in entire contact regions. Later experimental
and numerical studies [52,66] have verified the above theories and
have further concluded that compared with the shear loads that cause
entire bolt slip, the minimum loading values resulting in localized
slip are significantly lower. Another numerical study showed that the
self-loosening caused by localized slip occurred at significantly lower
transverse displacements than that caused by complete slip [13].
The third and last stage of bolted connections were studied in
[53]. The third stage has the similar stiffness as the first stage, but the
mechanism is totally different. In this stage, the stiffness is derived from
bearing and shearing resistance between contacted plates, contacted
bolts and holes rather than derived from the friction resistance as in
the first stage. The connection is transferred from friction resistance
type to shear and bearing type. It should be noted that the friction
resistances in the third and last stage are relatively small compared with
early stages. For this reason the friction resistance is neglected in these
two stages. In addition, due to the bearing and shear-bearing behaviour,
all loads are transferred from plates to plates against the bolts. Hence,
the general load-displacement curve is not capable of expressing the
details of the inner behaviour in these two stages. This is the reason that
the bolt shear-stress connection deformation is chosen to describe the
behaviour of bearing and failure stages.
Previous experimental research on lapped and splice lapped
connections [53,64,67] has found that the bearing (shearing) failure is
the dominant failure mode in the final stage. It is found that the bolt
hole experiences a significant elongation during the loading process
and bolts have a slight rotation due to the eccentric force acting on the
bolted connections, which can further accelerate the process of rotation
on connected plates. Consequently, the bolted connection experiences
both the bearing (shearing) failure in the local region and the overall
buckling failure near the connected area [15,53,64,67]. Studies in [68]
showed that the bolt hole elongation and ultimate strength for double
or multi bolted connections was controlled not only by the material
yielding strength but also by the end distance and bolt spacing. The
bearing strength with tear out failure mode was proportional to the
ultimate stress. The ultimate strength was also limited by the relationship
of end distance and bolt spacing.
The preload loosening process includes two distinct stages [57,69]:
J Steel Struct Constr
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(1) short-term loosening (Stage 1); (2) long-term loosening (Stage 2).
The first stage can be very short and there is almost zero relative motion
between the nut and the bolt, which corresponds to a linear and minute
preload reduction on bolt pretension. In the second stage, gradual
relative rotation of the fastened nut and bolt causes a sharp decrease in
bolt pretension, resulting in self-loosening. In addition, a high preload
results in a higher self-loosening resistance, which is approximately
linear to the preload in the first stage connections [13,70]. Keeping the
bolted connection in the early stage seems an appropriate approach
to minimize the preload loosening phenomenon. Some further
conclusions from [9] are listed below:

•

Friction between the two plates does not play an important role
in the self-loosening of the bolted joints, during the early stage.

•

Effectively preventing the slipping of clamped parts can
successfully reduce the bolt pretension loosening.

•

A reduction of 1 kN in clamping force for the bolted joints
corresponds to approximately 2 degrees of relative rotation
between the nut and the bolt.

•

In stage 1 (early stage), the local cyclic plasticity of the material
results in cyclic strain ratcheting. Its deformation causes the
stresses to redistribute in the bolt, and the result is a gradual
loss of clamping force with loading cycles.

Failure modes of LTTs under static loads
An early loading test on a full-scale transmission tower showed that
failure resulted from the buckling of leg and cross-arm members [70]. A
nonlinear analysis results showed that the dominant failure mode was
buckling in the compressive legs where the plastic hinges occur in the
simulation [35]. A comparison study of numerical and experimental
study further detailed another failure model of a tower. The failure
occurred in the lower part triggered by the elastic buckling of a hip
bracing member, leading to buckling of the main diagonal bracing
member, which initiated the compression leg to buckle as well, resulting
in full collapse of the tower [71]. Other experimental research [25,32]
of steel lattice tower structures under pushover static loads suggested
that the main failure mode was found to be the elasto-plastic buckling of
the main legs in the bending case, whereas the dominant failure mode in
the flexure-torsion case was the buckling of the diagonal bracing members
below the cross arm of the tower. In addition, whenever angle members
failed due to buckling or yielding, load redistribution among neighbouring
members occurred immediately. Similarly, a numerical study on the effects
of residual stress and initial imperfections on the ultimate behaviour of
transmission towers also indicated that the buckling failure in main leg
was the main failure mode due to the P-Δ effect [51].
Full-scale numerical studies with and without joint eccentricity and
joint slippage also concluded that the global collapse of the tower was
caused by the inelastic buckling failure of the tower main legs [24,72].

Failure modes of reinforced LTTs under static loads
Existing towers are often retrofitted in order to increase structural
strength. In order to avoid the buckling failure, the hip bracing retrofitting
strategy can be used to provide additional supports for legs and bracing
components, resulting in a significant strength enhancement [32,42].
Similarly, with added diaphragms, the deflections of cross-bracing can
be significantly decreased and the torsional buckling phenomenon on
the main legs switches to a flexural buckling failure mode [40]. These
reinforcing methods are most effective on components and towers with
high slenderness ratios.
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The other main reinforcing method used to enhance the ultimate
strength of a tower is attaching additional steel components to original
leg segments through bolted connections. This method is most effective
for leg member elements with slenderness ratios (l/r) below about 100
[73]. Reinforced members with two interconnectors at the ¼ and the ¾
position in a leg element have an optimum ultimate strength capacity
[51]. Two or three-bolt cruciform type connections are the most
effective to transfer load and provide adequate shear resistance to the
connecting areas [74,75].
For retrofitted LLTs, the dominant failure mode is also the buckling
failure in leg segments. Pre-loading process causes a load-sharing delay
between reinforcing and original leg elements, but does not change
the ultimate strength upgrade [73]. A progressive failure mechanism
starts from increasing displacement to plastic hinge development, and
finally to the buckling failure in leg elements [76,77]. In addition, the
bolted connections quality and its properties such as plate thickness,
bolts numbers and arrangements change the stiffness of bracing and leg
members, which in turn affect the overall stability of the tower system,
which is usually determined by the buckling resistance capacity of leg
elements.

Dynamic Properties, Response and Failure of LTTs
This section outlines the dynamic properties, dynamic responses
and failure modes of LTTs and tower-line systems under dynamic wind
actions.

Dynamic properties
In structural engineering, the natural frequency, mode shape and
damping ratio are used to describe the structural dynamic properties.
These properties relate to intrinsic structural features such as structural
type, geometry, mass distribution, structural stiffness distribution and
joint construction.
Individual LTTs, reinforced LTTs and line systems are subjected to
dynamic actions, such as various types of wind actions. The LTTs have
several unique features compared with other engineering structures
including: 1) relatively tall but with low mass; 2) truss-frame structural
type; 3) material and geometric nonlinearity; and 4) sway components.
It is important to study the dynamic properties of LTTs in order to
predict their behaviour and design them effectively.
Methods for determining dynamic properties:
Theoretical methods: All methods are developed on the basis of the
equation of motion [78]:

0 				
[ M ]{y} + [ K ]{y} =

(3)

{y} = {ϕ} sin ( ωt + θ ) 			

(4)

([ K ] − ω [ M ]){ϕ} = 0 			

(5a)

[ K ] − ω2 [ M ] = 0 				

(5b)

2

where [K] is the stiffness and [M] is the mass of a system, {y} is
displacement, {y} is acceleration, ω is the natural frequency of
a structure, t is time,θ is the phase angle and {φ} represents the
corresponding shapes of the vibrating system.
These equations are very convenient for a system with a
concentrated mass at its free end while other parts are weightless. But
infinite segments in a continuous structure mean a complex calculation
J Steel Struct Constr
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process. To make the calculation of natural frequency for a continuous
structure achievable, methods integrated with simplifying techniques
are developed.
The most commonly used analysis technique for continuous
systems is the lumped-mass method, which can significantly save
calculation time by simplifying a system to several discrete points with a
proportional mass-weight [78]. In this way, the original infinite element
is simplified into mass points, so that the degrees of freedom and the
corresponding displacement and acceleration are only considered at
these discrete locations. This simplified model is then used to perform
a dynamic property analysis [79,80]. Another example also indicates
that the simplified lumped-mass technique is accurate in eigenvalue
calculations by comparing dynamic properties of a detailed model [81].
Practical methods: In early research, some natural frequency
calculation methods have been developed. The most commonly used
methods are: ‘Rayleigh’s Method’ and ‘Dunkerley’s Method’. These
classic and universal methods have been further developed to be
applicable to LTTs and some new simplified methods have also been
developed in recent years.
Due to the convenience provided by the lumped-mass technique, a
later research improved Dunkerley’s theory to be able to hand-calculate
the natural frequency for an individual LTT structure by considering
the specific effects of the cross-arm section [82]. The procedure is
shown below:
2
1/ w
=
w 2bl + partial∑w c2( r )
l

c( c ) × a cc( r ) 
w=
c( r )



−1/2

		

(6)

			

(7)

w 2bl is the fundamental natural frequency of the tower body,
w c( r ) is the fundamental natural frequency of the cross arms, c( c ) is
cross arm inertia and a cc( r ) is cross arm flexibility. Subsequently, some

where

researchers further extended this method to asymmetrical LTTs by
decomposing the original structure to several symmetric or asymmetric
structures [83].

The other method developed around the middle of the 1990s is the
so-called ‘Cantilever Beam’ method which considers a structure as a
cantilever beam system and its total weight as concentrated at its free
end. This method was also applied in later research [84-86].
Experimental methods: Three experimental methods are widely
used to obtain dynamic properties, namely: 1) free vibration test; 2)
forced vibration test; and 3) ambient vibration test. These three testing
methods are used to examine structural frequencies, vibration modes
and damping ratios. Equipment for these three experiments is mainly
classified as three groups: 1) generator (i.e., initial force of displacement,
vibration generator); 2) equipment for measuring the structural
responses (i.e., sensors, amplifier and filter); 3) data recording and
analysis equipment (i.e., computer and post-analysis package).
Figure 3 shows a typical arrangement of free vibration tests and
forced vibration tests. To conduct a free vibration test, an initial force or
displacement needs to be applied on the structure to allow the structure
to freely vibrate [43]. In contrast, forced vibration tests use a vibration
generator to create the resonant phenomenon. To do this, the ‘sweep
frequency’ procedure is required where the applied vibration frequency
is manually or computer controlled to detect the resonant frequency
[87-89].
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During the experiment, vibration data collected by sensors are
filtered, amplified, converted into numerical data and recorded in a
computer to be graphically expressed. Reading the graphic data and
calculating the amplitude of vibration can determine the frequency
and damping ratio. If more sensors are installed along the height of the
structure, then by comparing the amplitude and vibration phase of the
natural frequency, a vibration mode can be obtained. Compared with
free vibration, the ‘Sweep Frequency’ procedure allows forced vibration
tests to detect second or more natural frequencies, damping ratios and
vibration modes.
The ambient vibration test is developed to detect micro fluctuating
vibrations caused by human activities or environmental actions.
Analysing the pulsating graph can determine natural frequencies and
damping ratios. Due to its nature, this test is usually used on large scale
structures such as long span cable-stayed bridges. Data is graphically
expressed in a time-history curve. The natural frequencies and damping
ratios can be obtained by decomposing the time-history curve using a
‘Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)’ function. The natural frequencies are
the ones with maximum amplitude of vibration [90-93] (Figure 4).
Previous research on dynamic properties of LTTs and line
systems: To understand the dynamic properties of heavy and longarm LTTs, three full-scale dynamic experiments based on the forced
vibration test were conducted in Japan [87] and the results claimed
that owing to the rotational inertia of the cross arms, the natural
frequency of the tested tower in the transverse direction was smaller
than that in the longitudinal direction. In addition, a coupled LTT
line system further increased the resonance effects by expressing an
even lower natural frequency at the same condition in both examined
directions. It should be noted that the tower with conductors has more
eigen frequencies, due to the complex nature of the structure. Hence,
the need for determining both longitudinal and transverse dynamic
properties was suggested by these authors. Another comparison test
based on vibration measurement also indicated that conductors caused
a lower frequency value in wired towers [93]. These authors also found
that different frequencies in the transverse and longitudinal directions
were caused by the arm sub-structures.
A similar field measurement project aiming to determine dynamic
properties was conducted by the use of a forced vibration test on a
circular steel frame tower [94]. Three peak frequencies corresponding to
three mode shapes were found in a power spectral density vs. frequency
diagram. It was highlighted that the natural frequency of the first mode
was always around or below 1 Hz and the mode shapes were highly
dependent on frequencies and damping values. Subsequently, these
authors [88] conducted further detailed measurement on damping

ratios of a free-standing lattice tower by the use of the forced vibration
method. The results showed that the damping known as total damping
ζ t as the sum of structural damping and aerodynamic damping, and
with the increase of vibration amplitudes, damping ratios increased
while natural frequencies decreased [95].
Since the mid-1990s, researchers have mainly focused on the
dynamic properties of lattice transmission line systems and some
valuable achievements have been obtained. A comparative test over a
duration of three years on uncoupled and coupled lattice transmission
line system was conducted to identify cable effects on the dynamic
properties based on ambient vibration measurement in a mountainous
area [91]. The results indicated that the dynamic properties of cables
significantly influenced the natural frequencies and damping ratios of
LTTs. A further study [96] showed that damping ratios of conductors
were mostly dependent on their aerodynamic damping properties. A
high correlation between wind directions and dynamic properties
was also discovered through a study on the aerodynamic damping
ratios of a lattice transmission line system and results concluded that
the aerodynamic damping ratios of a coupled tower varied with wind
directions [50].
In addition to studies on natural frequencies and damping ratios,
researchers have also considered the effects of load levels on damping
ratio of LTTs. An early experiment on steel buildings [97] observed
a relationship between structural damping ratios and load levels. A
free-vibration experiment on an individual LTT showed a significant
variation with different load levels, whereas the relationships between
them were not presented clearly [49]. To explain the correlation
between damping ratios and applied loading magnitudes, a laboratory
free vibration test was proposed on an upper part of a LTT [43]. The
applied load ranged from 5% to 100% of its ultimate load capacity and
the authors cyclically measured the damping ratios from one peak to
another. The results indicated that the damping ratios of LTTs increased
with applied load levels ranging from 0% to 40%.

Analysis methods of dynamic response
The fluctuating nature of wind velocity, duration and direction
can potentially excite resonant vibrations on structures. This leads to
a complex response analysis. Structures with a low natural frequency
(below 1 Hz) are particularly vulnerable to resonance phenomena,
which in turn can significantly affect structural dynamic responses [98].
Full-scale measurements have shown that LTTs usually have a natural
frequency which is below or just over 1Hz [98-100].
Although, this frequency value can be varied by aerodynamic
damping and structural damping, it is still unpredictable. Once wind-

Figure 4: A typical experimental arrangement of free vibration and force vibration test.
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induced resonant responses occur on a structure, counteracting
structural forces including: (1) inertial forces; (2) elastic and stiffness
forces; (3) damping and energy-absorbing forces start to balance
the wind forces [101]. Hence, the behaviour of a structure changes
and needs to be studied carefully in order to determine the dynamic
response of LTTs and line systems.
As mentioned previously, dynamic responses are dependent on
time histories. Hence, the time-domain analysis method has been
widely used in order to understand the dynamic responses of LTTs
and line systems. The data from such analysis is presented with the
amplitude (e.g. displacement, stress, acceleration) as the vertical axis
and the elapsed time as the horizontal axis.
The other analysis method commonly used is the frequencydomain method, which presents the amplitude on the vertical axis and
frequency on the horizontal axis. The frequency-domain curve can be
obtained from the time-domain curve by the use of the ‘Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT)’ mathematical function.
The time-domain curve superposes all harmonic Sine waves, while
the frequency domain curve selects the peak amplitude for all waves,
in which amplitude is the dynamic response such as displacement,
member stress and accelerations. Hence, due to the nature of the timedomain method, it is difficult to identify the individual frequencies and
events that are contained in the time-domain wave [102]. Whereas, the
frequency-domain analysis can differentiate a discrete vibration wave
from a complex spectrum or frequency dependent components [78] so
that a detailed examination of dynamic responses from specific impacts
can possibly be proceeded.
Previous research on dynamic responses: An early measurement
of the acceleration responses of a free standing LTT was conducted
under wind loadings and was analysed by the time-domain method
[103]. Their results indicated that along- and cross-wind accelerations
both increased monotonically and equally with the mean wind speed.
In order to understand wind-induced dynamic effects, other researchers
[94] undertook a full-scale measurement on a free-standing LTT and
analysed the dynamic responses` relationship to wind and acceleration
by the use of the time-domain method. The dynamic response
(acceleration) generally increased with wind speeds and an empirical
exponent function in terms of acceleration and mean wind speeds was
also provided in this research project. These research findings agreed
with previous full-scale site measurements [101,104]. In an ongoing
study on wind-induced deflection responses, the same tower was tested
with a mean wind speed applied at an angle varying from 260 to 280
degrees [105]. The obtained deflection values for both along-wind and
cross-wind direction showed:
1) The deflection ratio (deflection of cross-wind / deflection of
along-wind) on the background response was 0.5.
2) The resonant deflection of cross-wind and along-wind were
almost equal, which unanimously agreed with several previous fullscale projects’ outcomes [103,104].
These results are in conflict with the Australian tower design code
[2] which recommends that the much lower cross-wind excitation
caused by turbulent wind could be neglected, unless there are
substantial enclosed parts of the tower near the top. Hence, Clause 2.3.6
in the existing Australian tower design code – AS 3995 [2] potentially
underestimates the effect from the cross-wind response.
A galloping amplitude study on a steel lattice transmission line
system was undertaken on a three span line system by the use of a
J Steel Struct Constr
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computational simulation program [99]. These authors suggested
that a dynamic effect inspection from coupling spans was necessary
to obtain more conservative estimated galloping amplitudes. Later,
a measurement on a lattice transmission line system showed a high
dependency between wind speeds and dynamic responses using the
time-domain analysis method [91]. In this research, accelerations
proportionally increased with wind speeds and the responses of
the lattice transmission line system were greatly influenced by the
conductors. Specifically, member strain variation with conductors
was researched and it was found that more strain peaks were detected
at the low frequency region in the model with conductors. Similarly,
the aerodynamic damping of cables could be higher than 60% of
critical damping, which greatly influenced the cables` behaviour, and
in turn played an important role in the dynamic responses of lattice
transmission line system [106].
A numerical study on a self-supporting steel lattice transmission line
system conducted by adopting the time-domain and frequency-domain
analyses indicated that swaying conductors had significant dynamic
effects on fluctuating responses in both directions and dominated the
vibration modes of the line systems [46]. A further study focusing on
dynamic responses indicated that the swaying of conductors under
different wind conditions changed the dynamic responses of LTTs and
therefore the authors suggested that proper protection should be taken
into consideration when towers were subjected to heavy wind conditions
[107]. A full-scale response measurement on a steel lattice transmission
line system using the time-domain method was conducted to obtain the
relationship of members` strain and wind speeds and concluded that
the mean member strain followed the power load with a proportional
factor equal to 2 [108]. A recent study using energy criteria to assess the
dynamic responses of LTTs and line systems found that the total windinduced energy was equal to the sum of kinetic energy, strain energy
and the energy dissipated by structural damping [109]. Moreover, an
internal transition mechanism was detected in kinetic energy and
strain energy. The peak values of kinetic energy occurred at the same
time as the minimum of strain energy and vice versa.

Dynamic failure of LTTs
The rupture of cables under strong winds is one of the main reasons
for collapse of lattice transmission line systems [46]. Another failure
assessment of a transmission tower in Canada due to a microburst wind
and its corresponding numerical model indicated that the progressive
failure mechanism starts from the end of conductor’s cross-arm [77].
Additional test results suggested that eccentric compression and
unbalanced deformation in the main legs trigger the bending moment,
leading to buckling failure which was the dominant failure mode for the
tower sub-assemblage [23].
A numerical collapse simulation of steel lattice transmission line
systems verified that the resonant responses of high vibration modes
led to a reversal of internal forces in certain structural members.
Importantly, several internal member forces were four to five times
greater than those found in the first vibration [39]. Similarly, numerical
simulation in [110,111] showed that in a higher vibration mode, bracing
members were more critical than leg members, because they were
subjected to a high axial stress. Another recent study considered windinduced responses on LTTs based on numerical simulation models
and found that movement of conductors and earth wires could result
in failure due to the maximum internal force on members exceeding
the design load by up to 65%. These authors further indicated that: 1)
wind load directions severally affected the dynamic behaviours of line
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systems, 2) with damping contributions, the critical leg member stress
decreased gradually [112].
Very recently, a further study on failure behaviours has been
undertaken on a numerical model of a steel lattice transmission line
system [38]. These authors modelled a line system by connecting
tower models with cable elements and tested them in various wind
conditions. Their results indicated that the collapse types and directions
mostly corresponded to the last instantaneous deformations caused
by structural element failures. In addition, predicted collapses and
failure locations by the use of an individual transmission tower were
not accurate. The recommended solution was therefore to include
conductors and earth wires to connect single LTTs into line systems.

Conclusions and Suggestions
This paper summarizes recent research achievements on lattice
transmission towers and line systems. The numerical modelling
methods are reviewed from bolted connections and tower elements
to individual towers and line systems. The research findings on static
and dynamic behaviours of bolted connections have been summarized
and discussed through the load-displacement curve and bolt pretension degeneration situation. The static structural behaviours and
failure modes of non-reinforced and reinforced LTTs are reviewed.
The dynamic properties and the dynamic structural responses for both
LTTs and line systems have then been summarized.
The transmission tower industry is a well-developed field and
the research to date is quite extensive. However, there are still some
knowledge gaps that need to be addressed as follows:
(1) Specific modelling methods for LTTs and line systems need
to be developed. Advanced FEM technology with the capability of
considering bolted connection behaviours and detecting failure mode
needs further investigation.
(2) The research on retrofitted LTTs is not sufficient: the
structural behaviours of reinforced steel LTTs and the differences from
original LTTs need additional research. The dynamic properties and
dynamic responses for reinforced LTTs and line systems have not yet
been researched sufficiently.
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